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What Drives Me
Access, community and culture (and the
intersections of it), are at the heart of
everything I do. Being on the pulse is good
forecasting what's next is better.

Fusion Network UK
I am the co-founder of a music networking event called Fusion Network. I have always
had a love of music. This meant I frequently found myself at panel events. However
my partner and I quickly learnt these events were far too top down and quite
intimidating, in addition to this the environments prevented young people from
connecting with their peers and exchanging skills that would enable them to progress
together. This experience sparked the conception of Fusion as a brand.
We wanted to change things. We created Fusion with aim to assemble aspiring young
creatives, students and professionals from all levels of the music industry. The event is
designed to connect ambitious creatives as well as enjoy live music from some great
upcoming artists who the team believe are about to embark on a great journey in the
music industry.
Since starting, we have sold out all our events, going on to collaborate with brands
such as BOXPARK, The Ministry, Soho House and Sony Music UK.

Fusion Network UK
As well as curating a strong live music lineup, our main focus is creating an
environment conducive to networking and
exchanging skills, we have achieved this
through the use of a colour coded sticker
system which has proven to be very
effective.
The strands are reinforced throughout the
night with the help of our interactive host
and the our visible team members.
In keeping with our ethos of accessibility,
we've made the event free guest list only.
The spirit of the event is one that is shared
with our guests, leading to a diverse
audience representing every lane of the
scene.

Photography
I’ve always had a passion for photography and creative culture. What
initially started as a hobby, my work lead me to cover regular
music/fashion/brand events as well as shooting commissioned work for
exhibitions, all whilst building a brand online and a social media following.

Kings Cross : 12 Heroes Of Camden
In November 2020 I was
commissioned by Kiosk
N1C to shoot a series of
portraits to spotlight the
amazing work Camden
locals had been doing
throughout pandemic.
The photos were
exhibited in the heart of
Kings Cross. The
exhibition gained press
coverage from multiple
outlets including the
Camden New Journal
and 18montrose

18montrose AW'21 Lookbook X Mizuno
I was tasked with
the brief of
platforming
upcoming London
talent through a
lookbook for the
18montrose
AW21 collection
featuring Mizuno.
For this shoot I
was also the
location scout,
and co stylist.

Assitant To Creative Commissioner
Since the turn of the year I have
been the assistant to Dan
Sanders director of art and
photography at Atlantic. I have
been assisting in a plethora of
roles such as art/creative
direction as well as production,
styling and bts photography for
some of the UK's best
emerging and established acts
at one of the biggest labels in
the world.

Clients to date
Through my event work and my photography I have worked with
a variety of clients across a number of fields.

D&AD Shift X Epidemic Sound

The Challenge

The Insight

The Solution

Stock, music has an
image problem.
Position Epidemic
Sound as a
differentiated
market leader and
the go-to for the next
generation

Our insight revealed
that young content
creators face multiple
barriers that put a
ceiling on their
creativity.

We sought to address this
through an online portal to
help creators acces the
next level of their potential.
Epidemic Rising will be a
platform that facilitates
access and education,
making epidemic sound the
go to for the next
generation.

D&AD Shift X adidas

The Challenge

The Insight

The Solution

Expand adidas
community spaces
and reimagine the
traditional retail
space to better
benefit the
communities adidas
stores exist in

Young creatives lack
a space to cultivate
their creativity.
Co-working spaces in
London are both
inaccessible and
expensive.

We want Adidas stores to
be the creative hub of the
communities they reside in,
giving young people a seat
at the table.
Tables make things
happen and serve as a
platform for the impossible

Copywriting

What I
can do
for you

My ability to utilise language
to provoke thoughts and stir
emotion is a talent I deem
valuable to a team. I pride
myself on both my written
and verbal communication
skills. Naming activations is a
lane in which I excel.

Art Director
As a photographer I
have a keen eye for the
way I want things to look
and the process it takes
to make it happen.

Creative
Ideas are my forte. My
passion for ideation,
iteration and problem
solving are driven by
desire to make a
difference and be
ahead of the curve.
The path I have taken
has equipped me with
both alternative ways
of thinking and new
perspectives

Email:

Get in
touch!

hetteyimages@gmail.com

Phone:
07730470119

Website:
https://www.hetteyimages.com/

